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Abstract
We define a “generic” non-rigid face tracker as any sys-

tem that exhibits robustness to changes in illumination, ex-
pression and viewpoint during the tracking of facial land-
marks in a video sequence. A popular approach to the prob-
lem is to detect/track an ensemble of local features over time
whilst enforcing they conform to a global non-rigid shape
prior. In general these approaches employ a strategy that
assumes: (i) the feature points being tracked, ignoring oc-
clusion, should roughly correspond across all frames, and
(ii) that these feature points should correspond to the land-
mark points defining the non-rigid face shape model. In
this paper, we challenge these two assumptions through the
novel application of interest point detectors and descriptors
(e.g. SIFT & SURF). We motivate this strategy by demon-
strating empirically that salient features on the face for
tracking on average only have a “track-life” of a few frames
and rarely co-occur at the vertex points of the shape model.
Due to the short track-life of these features we propose that
new features should be detected at every frame rather than
tracked from previous frames. By employing such a strat-
egy we demonstrate that our proposed method has natural
invariance to large discontinuous changes in motion. We
additionally propose the employment of an online feature
registration step that is able to rectify error accumulation
and provides fast recovery from occlusion during tracking.

1. Introduction
In general there are two strategies to non-rigid face track-

ing: (i) model-update [3, 13] and (ii) track-by-detection [2,

4, 5, 19, 20]. The model-update strategy involves fitting

a model of the face, derived from the previously tracked

frame, to the current image frame. Based on this new fit

one then updates the model, based on the properties of the

currently tracked image, and then repeat the process for the

next image frame in the sequence. A good example of this

strategy in non-rigid face fitting can be found in the Ac-

tive Appearance Models (AAMs) literature [3, 13] where

the model update at each frame is constrained to be consis-

tent with a linear shape model, and in many cases with an

appearance model (i.e., the “simultaneous algorithm” [13])

of a typical face. As changes from image to image are often

Frame t Frame t+Δt1 Frame t+Δt2

Long “Track-Life” Short “Track-Life” Spurious
(time)

Figure 1. In this paper we attempt to demonstrate that many use-

ful features on the face for tracking only have a short “track life”

(green points). That is they only co-occur on the face for few

frames rather than co-occur across most frames (red points). Some

features are spurious offering no correspondence between frames

(yellow points). Additionally, all these feature points tend not to

occur at the predefined vertex points used commonly to define a

face (e.g., mouth corner, eye corner, etc.). To take advantage of

this observation, we propose that new features for tracking should

be detected at every frame, rather than tracked over time from the

first initial frame.

small and predictable, fitting results of previous images in

the sequence constitute prior knowledge that is used to bias

and improve the model for the fitting process in subsequent

images. However, this strategy has problems. Specifically,

it can be cumulatively effected by registration errors in pre-

vious frames until the track becomes erroneous; a prob-

lem that is often referred to in computer vision literature

as “drift”.

The track by detection strategy has found numerous ex-

pressions in non-rigid face fitting literature notably: Active

Shape Models (ASMs) [2, 20], Constrained Local Models

(CLMs) [4,19] and Pictorial Structure Matching (PSM) [5].

In these approaches local detectors are learnt around fidui-

cial points on the face with the responses of these fiducial

detectors being constrained during the fit by the global non-

rigid shape prior. Unlike model-update methods, these ap-

proaches do not suffer from drift as the model is static and

does not change over time. These approaches have demon-

strated excellent performance on faces in recent times, es-

pecially in the presence of large variations in illumination

and identity, but perform poorly when generically tracking
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subtle expression changes over time.

Of late in the vision community there has been much in-

terest in the use of interest point detectors [1, 11, 15] for

finding local correspondences between images. Notable

methods like Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [11]

and Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [1] have found

success through their ability to detect distinct regions of

an image (e.g., corners, blobs, and T-junctions) and repre-

sent them as descriptor features that have high invariance

to noise, detection errors, and geometric and photometric

deformations. The goal of this paper is to employ these

interest point detectors to investigate the “track-life” of lo-

cal features in a video sequence containing a non-rigid face

deforming over time. We define track-life as the number

of frames a local feature exists for while still giving mean-

ingful correspondence information between frames. When

correspondence between frames no longer occurs the track-

life of that feature is deemed to be over. As a result of this

study we make the following contributions:-

• Demonstrate empirically salient local features on the

face, as detected through methods like SIFT and SURF,

have short track-lives. In our experiments a local feature on

the face with correspondence between frames has a track-

life on average of approximately 3-4 frames. Additionally,

we note that the location of these salient local features rarely

corresponds with the vertex positions on our face mesh.

(Section 3)

• Based on this observation we propose a model-update

strategy to non-rigid generic face tracking that enables the

employment of these short track-life features. Our approach

attempts to detect new features at every fame rather than

track features from the previous frame so as to utilize all

possible tracking information on the face. We empirically

compare this approach to an AAM inspired method, based

on the Lucas & Kanade algorithm [12], for model-update

and demonstrate that the approach has dramatically better

performance in the presence of discontinuous motion. (Sec-

tions 4 and 5)

• Finally, we propose a drift rectification strategy based

on similar work [9, 16] conducted in 3D rigid face track-

ing. This approach is motivated through the concept that

drift should be related to the amount of “new” information

seen in a video sequence rather than the number of frames.

Through this strategy we demonstrate a notable minimiza-

tion of the effect of drift in a visual face sequence. We ad-

ditionally demonstrate good invariance to occlusion and the

ability to recover from errors when they occur. (Section 6).

Problem Definition: We should emphasize that all the

work presented in this paper is aimed squarely at the space

of non-rigid face tracking using a model-update paradigm.

As a result all experiments conducted in this paper shall as-

sume that the first frame of each video sequence has been

initialized to the ground-truth position.

2. Background
Interest Point Detectors and Feature Descriptors: A

plethora of interest point detectors have been described in

literature [1, 8, 10, 11, 15]. They all share a similar goal

to detect distinct regions of an image (e.g., corners, blobs,

and T-junctions). The most valuable property of an interest

point detector is its repeatability [1] (i.e. whether it reliably

finds the same interest points under different viewing condi-

tions). The most widely used detector in vision is probably

the Harris corner detector [8], proposed in 1988, based on

the eigenvalues of the second-moment matrix. However,

Harris corners are not scale-invariant. Scale-adapted Harris

measures were subsequently developed [10] to improve re-

peatability. A good review and comparison on interest point

detectors can be found in [15].

Once an interest point region has been located a fea-

ture descriptor of that region must then be extracted that

has high invariance to noise, detection errors, and geometric

and photometric deformations. A wide variety of descrip-

tors have been proposed [14] like Gaussian derivatives, mo-

ment invariants, complex features, steerable filters, phase-

based local features, and descriptors representing the dis-

tribution of smaller-scale features within the interest point

neighbourhood. The latter, introduced by Lowe [11], have

been shown to outperform the others [14].

For the purposes of this paper we will be employing

SIFT [11] and SURF [1] to detect interest points and obtain

feature descriptors. The SIFT method was employed due

to its high performance in both interest point detection [15]

and robust feature descriptor extraction [14]. The similarly

performing SURF [1] method was chosen due to its compu-

tational efficiency through the use of integral images during

the Harris measure estimation. In our own experiments we

were able to extract SURF features at over 35 frames per

second on a 640× 480 image sequence running on an Intel

Dual Core 2.3GHz machine. Both SIFT and SURF meth-

ods generated 128 dimensional descriptor vectors. For the

rest of this paper we shall employ an abuse of terminology

as we shall refer to the SURF and SIFT methods as “interest

point detectors” even though they are methods for interest

point detection & feature descriptor extraction.

Matching Features: The matching between features in

the source (previously tracked) and destination (currently

tracked) frames is carried out as follows. An interest point

in the destination image is compared to an interest point in

the source image by calculating the Euclidean distance be-

tween their descriptor vectors. A matching pair is detected,

if its distance is closer than 0.7 times the distance of the

second nearest neighbour. This is the nearest neighbour ra-

tio matching strategy in [1, 11]. Based on this matching a

correspondence between these features is inferred.

Point Distribution Model: Apart from a select few excep-
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tions most work on non-rigid face tracking employs a point

distribution model (PDM) [3],

xi =W(yi;p) = sR(yi +Viq) + τ (1)

where R is the rotation matrix, s is a scalar scaling fac-

tor and τ the translation vector where {s,R, τ} defines

the global similarity transform. Principal component anal-

ysis (PCA) [6] was employed to obtain shape eigenvec-

tors V = [VT
1 , . . . ,VT

N ]
T that preserved 95% of the simi-

larity normalized shape variation in the train set1. The pa-

rameter vector q represents the non-rigid parameters de-

scribed by the PDM where the submatrix Vi corresponds

to the ith of N pre-defined landmarks on the face. We refer

to the mean shape of the ith landmark as yi. We shall re-

fer to all these rigid and non-rigid parameters of the PDM

collectively as p = {s,R, τ ,q} which is used in conjunc-

tion with the warping function W . Procrustes analysis [3]

is applied to all shape training observations in order remove

all similarity before the PCA step. In our work we em-

ployed a N = 68 point landmark model. A final step in our

PDM construction is the formation of a triangulated mesh,

through Delaunay triangulation [6], from the 68 landmarks

in the PDM. Examples of this mesh can be seen in Figure 1.

3. Measuring “Track-Life”
In this section we want to investigate the usefulness of

interest point detectors like SIFT and SURF for non-rigid

face tracking. To conduct this test we obtained 5 video se-

quences containing 5 different people captured with a va-

riety of head movements and expressions. Each sequence

was 180 frames long. In all 5 sequences we had each frame

individually hand labeled to conform to a 68 point landmark

model consistent with the PDM described in Section 2. To

ascertain the usefulness of the SIFT and SURF features we

conducted the following experiment.

1. Detect features in the source (i.e. at time index t) and

destination (i.e., at time index t+1) image frames (us-

ing either SIFT or SURF).

2. Remove feature points in the source image that do not

lie within the hand labeled ground-truth face mesh.

3. Match interest points between the source and destina-

tion frames using the method described in Section 2

and remove the remaining spurious features.

4. Remove corresponding features that do not lie within

the face mesh of the destination image based on the

hand labeled ground-truth meshes.

5. Map the M source xm and destination x′
m coordi-

nates to ym and y′
m respectively. The coordinates ym

and y′
m describe the position of the source and des-

tination coordinates in the mesh shape PDM coordi-

nate system. This is an important step as it allows for

1The PDM employed in this paper was trained from the MultiPIE [7]

dataset from over 1300 hand labeled shape examples containing variations

in expression and pose.
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Figure 2. A normalized histogram of feature track-lives using SIFT

to estimate feature correspondence.

placing the source and destination landmarks into the

same coordinate system for comparison. A barycen-

tric combination strategy is employed with respect to

the source and destination face meshes to solve for the

mapping to the mean mesh. See Section 4 for a full

description on the barycentric combination procedure.

6. The source xm and destination x′
m points are deemed

to be corresponding if ||ym − y′
m||2 <= Th. Set-

ting Th = 1 gave good results through visual inspec-

tion of the tracked features on the video sequences.

The 68 point hand labeling of the video sequences was es-

sential in these experiments to approximately model the

non-rigid deformation of corresponding interest point de-

tectors on the face.

Experiments: These steps were applied for each frame

(with the exception of the final frame) of each video se-

quence. Statistics were obtained from the tracked sequences

specifically: (i) the percentage of spurious SIFT = 23%
and SURF = 26%, (ii) the average track-life SIFT =
3.8 and SURF = 3.4 frames, (iii) the maximum track-

life SIFT = 45 and SURF = 42 frames. A normalized

histogram of the track-lives for SIFT features can be seen in

Figure 2.

The results of this experiment indicates that features on

the face, using a generic salience criteria like SIFT and

SURF, are only useful for tracking on “average” for approx-

imately 3 − 4 frames. It is clear from these results that we

should be attempting to detect new features at each frame

rather than tracking existing features from previous frames

as the number of useful features for tracking would decline

exponentially over time.

4. Fitting Short-Track Life Features
Let us assume for convenience that our interest point

detector gives us M = N feature point correspondences

where N is the number of landmarks points defining the

PDM and M is the number of corresponding points between

source and destination frames. Let us also assume that the

source {xm}M
m=1 and corresponding destination {x′

m}M
m=1

point sets correspond in position and ordering to the N
points defined in the PDM. The problem of updating our
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Input:- initial warp parameter vector p at time frame t = 1

1. Load the source I and destination I ′ images at time frames t
and t + 1 respectively.

2. Apply interest point detectors to the source and destination

images.

3. Remove any features in the source image that do not lie

within the face mesh defined by p.

4. Apply nearest neighbor ratio matching to obtain correspond-

ing source and destination coordinates.

5. Estimate the warp update Δp by solving Equation 2.

6. Update parameters: p← p + Δp, t← t + 1.

7. repeat steps 1-6 until t− 2 > T where T is the total number

of frames in the sequence.

Figure 3. Our proposed algorithm for non-rigid face tracking

using short track-life features. Note that new features are re-

estimated at every frame (most only lasting a few frames) which

results in a varying number M of corresponding features at ev-

ery frame t. In our proposed method no features are carried over

between image frames, this is instead accomplished through the

warp parameter vector p which has a fixed dimensionality across

all frames.

current face warp parameter vector p becomes,

argmin
Δp

M∑

m

wm||W(ym;p+Δp)− x′
m||2 (2)

where we know {ym}M
m=1 (the source points warped

back to the mean face mesh), the warp vector of

the source frame p and the corresponding destination

points {x′
m}M

m=1. The weights wm are employed to reflect

our confidence in the correspondence between xm and x′
m.

Our final goal then is to estimate the warp displacementΔp
to minimize the error between the corresponding source and

destination points. In practice this problem can be solved

by taking the first order Taylor series approximation of the

warp function with respect to the warp parameter p.

argmin
Δp

M∑

m

wm||xm +
∂xm

∂p

T

Δp− x′
m||2 (3)

Since the warp function defined in Equation 1 is not a lin-

ear function the solution to Equation 3 must be found itera-

tively (i.e. p → p + Δp) until convergence occurs. After

convergence the final fit p becomes the initial warp in the

next frame. An outline of our proposed fitting algorithm

can be seen in Figure 3. We should note that the Jacobian

matrix ∂xm

∂p has to be recomputed at each iteration.

In practice, however, if we are going to detect new

features at every frame the number of corresponding fea-

tures M will vary with none of them corresponding to the

vertex points defined in the PDM. A problem then exists in

how to obtain an ∂xm

∂p that relates the warp function of the

PDM with the feature point correspondences.

Barycentric Combination: Let us assume that given that

we know a point xm lies in triangle t in our current mesh.

Triangle t is defined by three vertex points {xi,xj ,xk} in

the PDM mesh. These landmark points can be obtained

from the current warp estimate p. We can define xm as

a linear combination of these three vertex points,

xm = xi + αi,m(xi − xj) + βi,m(xi − xk) (4)

where the values αi,m and βi,m can be solved as a linear

system. Employing the partial derivative of xm w.r.t. xi,

∂xm

∂xi
= γi,m

= 1 + αi,m + βi,m (5)

we can define,

∂xm

∂p
=

∑

l={i,j,k}
γl,m

∂xl

∂p
(6)

as the barycentric combination [6] of {∂xl

∂p }l={i,j,k}. Now

given M corresponding points between source and destina-

tion frames the warp update can be estimated through the

application of Equation 3.

5. Related Methods
Lucas & Kanade: In literature there have been a number

of efforts to apply the model-update strategy to non-rigid

face tracking. Perhaps the most notable and effective can

be found in AAM literature. Many instanations of the AAM

algorithm exist in literature. Perhaps the most elegant and

simplest interpretation of the algorithm can be found in the

work of Matthews and Baker [13] which simply poses an

AAM as an extension of the classic Lucas & Kanade [12]

(LK) algorithm,

argmin
Δp

M∑

m

wm||I(W(ym;p+Δp))− I ′(x′
m)||2 (7)

where I and I ′ are the source and destination image frames

and M now becomes the total number of pixels in the mean

face mesh. In a similar step to the Taylor series expan-

sion of Equation 2 we must linearize Equation 7 due to the

non-linear relationship between the warping function and

the image pixel intensities. In practice we end up with the

following linear approximation,

argmin
Δp

=
M∑

m

wm||I ′(x′
m) +

∂I ′(x′
m)

∂p

T

Δp− I(xm)||2

(8)

which is iteratively solved p → p + Δp until conver-

gence occurs. This procedure can be quite computationally
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expensive as it requires the re-estimation of the Jacobian

matrix
∂I′(x′

m)
∂p at each iteration. Additional extensions to

LK algorithm have been suggested in terms of computa-

tion (the “inverse compositional” (IC) algorithm [13]) and

an additional appearance constraint (the “simultaneous in-

verse compositional” (SIC) algorithm [13]), however, both

these extensions are outside the scope of this paper. Even

taking these extensions into account, since the source image

is updated after every frame I → I ′ the Jacobian must be

re-estimated at least every frame.

Robust Error Function: In our experiments we want

to compare our proposed algorithm (using both SIFT and

SURF) with the AAM inspired LK algorithm. Both al-

gorithms being compared require an iterative solution and

have the ability to place a weight wm on each correspond-

ing feature/pixel as illustrated in Equations 3 and 7 respec-

tively. To handle noisy/outlier correspondences and pixels

a robust error function [18] was employed for both methods

instead of straight unweighted least-squares. It has been

demonstrated for AAM fitting [18] and for 3D rigid face

tracking using SIFT features [9] that a decaying exponen-

tial η(e) = 1
c exp(−c · e) gives good performance given

that c is suitably chosen and e is the reconstruction error.

This results in the following weight update after each itera-

tion,

wm ← wm exp(−c · e) (9)

of both Equations 3 and 7. Through a cross-validation pro-

cedure we found a c = 0.1 to perform well for both algo-

rithms.

Experimental Comparison: In Figure 4 one can see the

comparison, in terms of tracking error, of our proposed al-

gorithm using the SIFT and SURF interest point detectors

as well as the LK algorithm on a first frame initialized video

sequence. It is interesting to note that the SIFT and SURF

features give similar performance to one another. Based on

this result we have elected to use the SURF interest point

detector throughout the rest of the experiments in this paper

due to its computational efficiency. In this experiment the

LK algorithm was expected to perform best due to the con-

tinuous nature of the facial shape and appearance changes

in the video sequence (see top row of Figure 7 for an ex-

ample keyframes from the sequence). The LK algorithm,

however, only outperformed both versions of our algorithm

by a slight margin. All three techniques are equally effected

by drift over time.

Synthesizing Jitter: The tracking results in Figure 4 do not

really showcase the advantages of our proposed approach.

It is rare in “real-world” video sequences for a person, or

the camera, to stay still as the human face non-rigidly de-

forms. In Figure 5 we demonstrate the advantage of our

algorithm by introducing synthetic jitter to the same video
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Figure 4. Comparison of the tracking results for the LK algorithm

with two variants of our proposed algorithm based on the interest

point detectors SIFT and SURF. Inspecting these results one can

see that there is minimal difference in performance between the

SIFT and SURF versions of our proposed algorithm. The AAM in-

spired LK algorithm slightly outperforms our proposed algorithm

on this stable face sequence. All three algorithms are effected by

drift over time.

sequence. The jitter was introduced by randomly shifting

in translation each image frame in both the x− and y−
directions by a maximum amount from the ground-truth

position bounded by the variable MAG (so in theory the

maximum displacement between frames could be 2MAG
in both the x− and y− directions). Inspecting Figure 5(a)

one can see that the LK algorithm fails in the presence of

slight (MAG > 1 pixel) jitter. Alternately our proposed

algorithm in Figure 5(b) sees almost no change in tracking

performance irrespective of the amount of synthetic jitter

introduced. One could argue that the experiment in Fig-

ure 5 is unfair as the ability for the LK algorithm to handle

larger displacements can be enhanced through a coarse-to-

fine fitting strategy. However, even taking these enhance-

ments into account the LK algorithm would not be able to

handle displacements in the order of 25 − 50 pixels as de-

picted in (b).

Another drawback of the LK algorithm in comparison

to our own is computational speed. The LK algorithm re-

quires the re-estimation of the large image intensity Jaco-

bian matrix at each iteration. Even with the application of

the inverse-composition algorithm [13] the technique still

requires the re-estimation of the Jacobian matrix at each

frame. The speed of our proposed algorithm, using the com-

putationally efficient SURF interest point detector, allows

for the processing of frames in close to real-time. To gain

an indication of these speed differences, in our MATLAB

code (which was not optimized for speed) we were able to

process at 3 sec/frame using the LK algorithm and 0.1 sec-

onds/frame using our algorithm with SURF2 features.

6. Drift Rectification
Irrespective of the model-update scheme employed drift

will still always occur, ending up (eventually) with diver-

gence from the face. Inspired by similar work being con-

ducted in 3D rigid face tracking [9, 16] we have explored

2Our SURF interest point detector is derived from the latest release in

OpenCV.
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(a) LK Algorithm
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(b) SURF Algorithm

Figure 5. In this figure we depict the effect of synthesized camera jitter on the tracking process. The value MAG refers to the absolute

maximum translational shift from ground-truth the image was perturbed by in both the x− and y− directions. It is interesting to note

that the LK algorithm in (a) is susceptible to slight (MAG > 1 pixels) amounts of jitter, whereas our proposed algorithm using the SURF

interest point detector sees barely any drop in performance for values as large as MAG 25 (pixels). The dramatic difference in performance

can be attributed to the method used by our algorithm to track features over time.

strategies to rectify the amount of drift occurring in our non-

rigid face tracker and recover when divergence occurs. Our

strategy is not about stopping drift, it is simply about mini-

mizing that drift. Imagine we had a face sequence of only 2
frames that were being infinitely replayed over time. Ap-

plying our current model-update strategy to this sequence

we would eventually end up with divergence due to the cul-

mination of tracking errors. However, the amount of in-

formation being carried in that sequence is only 2 frames

irrespective of how long it plays. Specifically, drift should

be related to the amount of new information the tracker ob-

serves not the number of frames.

Inspired by this insight our strategy is to create an adap-

tive database (DB) of templates which the tracker can call

on so as to make drift a function of new information ob-

served in the video sequence rather than the number of

frames. The templates in the DB should be representative

of the images it has previously seen in the face. We employ

the feature descriptors obtained from SURF for this pur-

pose. This strategy, however, has two problems: (i) how do

we adaptively update the DB?, and (ii) how do we combine

the DB within our current tracking process?

Updating the database: The first frame is used to initialize

the DB with its first template. The DB is actually a set of

indexes j ∈ DB to previous frames that have been tracked.

For each of these stored indexes the interest point detec-

tor feature locations and descriptors for that frame, as well

as the warp estimate pj and covariance Σj at that frame are

stored. We refer collectively to all these values from frame j
as template j. The importance of the covariance Σj shall

be expanded upon in the next section. In our current sys-

tem we employ the maximum number of feature matches

between each template in the current DB as an indicator of

how much new information the current frame contains. If

the number of matches falls below a threshold then that im-

age frame’s descriptors are stored as an additional template

in the DB.

Tracking with the database: The DB is applied to the

tracking process through a Kalman filter framework [17].

We define the estimate of the warp vector pt|k at time

frame t given the previous frame k as,

pt|k = pk +Δpk,t + εk,t (10)

where pk is the parametric warp vector at time frame k. We

refer to Δpk,t as the additive update (from Equation 2) be-

tween frames k and t, and εk,t is the uncertainty associated

with that update. The uncertainty is assumed to be modeled

by,

εk,t ∼ N (0;Σk,t) (11)

where Σk,t is the covariance of the update estimate. Further

information of suitable methods for estimating Σk,t can be

found in [17]. Equation 10 can double as the state and ob-

servation equations for the Kalman filter where k is equal

to t − 1 and j respectively (assuming independence). The

index j refers to the template in the DB with the small-

est ||Σj,t||. The outputs of the Kalman filter [17] are then pt

and Σt which is the covariance of that current estimate. In

some instances a template in the DB can be updated us-

ing Σt. The current template t replaces template j from

the DB if the covariances satisfy the following equation,

||Σt|| < ||Σj || (12)

Drift Experiments: A comparison of our model-update

method with (drift-rectified) and without (accumulated) the

drift rectification procedure can be seen in Figure 6 for two

video sequences with the first frames initialized. In (a) one

can see some improvement in performance over time with

the drift rectification procedure, however, in (b) the ben-

efit is far more pronounced. The reason behind the dis-

crepancy can be found in the nature of the two video se-

quences employed. Sequence 1 was a shorter sequence (180

frames) and did not contain too much repetition which in-

dicates high information content. Sequence 2 was a longer

sequence (241 frames), however, there was a lot of repeti-

tion indicating lower information content and thus less drift

when compared to the accumulated result.

Occlusion Experiments: The effect of occlusion was eval-

uated with our proposed system with drift rectification. In
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Figure 6. In this figure we depict a comparison between our proposed drift rectification procedure on two video sequences. The first

video sequence (a) is shorted and does not have much repetition explaining why there is only a marginal performance benefit between the

drift-rectified and accumulated results. The second video sequence (b) is longer and contains more repetition explaining why there is a

substantial performance improvement between the drift-rectified and accumulated results.

Figure 7 one can see keyframes from the tracking result of

the same video sequence with three different synthetically

induced occlusion states: (a) no occlusion, (b) small oc-

clusion (20% of the face occluded), and (c) large occlusion

(60% of the face occluded). Our system performed well

across all three sequences with near perfect performance

for both (a) and (b). Even in the presence of substantial

occlusion (c) the system is able to snap back in subsequent

frames.

“Real World” Experiments: In our final experiment we

tested our system on a “real-world” video sequence. The

sequence was a short excerpt (896 frames) taken from the

British comedy series “The Office” where the first frame

was initialized. The subject’s face is challenging due to the

facial hair, changing camera view, occlusion, extreme ex-

pressions and changes in head pose. As one can see from

the keyframes in Figure 8 our system is able to cope ro-

bustly with all these variations and when divergence does

occur, see (e), the system snaps back on subsequent frames.

7. Conclusions
In this paper we investigated the utility of interest point

detectors like SIFT and SURF for generic non-rigid face

tracking. We demonstrated that these features have a short

“track-life” and should therfore employ a strategy of de-

tecting new features at every frame. A novel non-rigid

model-update algorithm was proposed based on these fea-

tures which demonstrated remarkable invaiance to discon-

tinuous variations in motion. An additional drift rectifi-

cation step was proposed that demonstrated robust perfor-

mance in the presence of occlusion and error recovery.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Keyframes taken from a face sequence in the presence of: (a) no occlusion, (b) small synthetic occlusion (covering 20% of the

face), and (c) large synthetic occlusion (covering 60% of the face). Our system successfully tracks the face with minimal drift in both (a)

and (b). In (c) even when the system starts to diverge it then recovers.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. Keyframes taken from a clip from the British comedy series “The Office” where we have initialized the first frame and let our

non-rigid face tracker run. The keyframes in the sequence can be seen from (a) - (f). One can see our system handles changes in scale (b)

and occlusion (c,d). When the system does fail (e) our system snaps back (f).
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